When your employees’ jobs are on the line you don’t need tests of dubious origin, or questions that are not secured from prying eyes.

Crane Tech’s test development, security, and item analysis includes advanced measures to ensure knowledge is accurately measured. We draw on years of experience and the skill of paying attention to what’s important to our customers. Training manuals include all the essential elements to ensure that required knowledge is provided, and test questions come from references your employees are provided in training.

Test banks house thousands of questions, each categorized by subject. Each question is researched and evaluated to ensure your employees have a fair opportunity to show what they have learned. Tests contain a representative number [percent] of questions based on the curriculum and syllabus derived from a specific knowledge base.

Scan cards collect student responses and every test is computer analyzed by our grading software to ensure that no errors are allowed into the system.

Item Analysis… Thousands of student responses are evaluated, test by test and question by question. We make certain that any question not performing up to expectation is corrected or removed for review. We can tell you how many of your employees missed a specific question (key concept), we can also provide a Missed Concept Report that shows the exact learning expectations misunderstood. Start thinking how this will affect refresher training and your regular safety meetings.

Crane Tech invests heavily in technology that brings the most reliable training and testing combination available in the materials handling field. Quality and clarity you can depend on. What great results!